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Output Functions of Fuzzy Automata 
Jmi M O Č K O Ř , RENATA SMOLÍKOVÁ 
A b s t r a c t . This paper describes various output functions of (Moore) type of fuzzy 
automata . A representation theorem for output function of fuzzy automaton is derived. 
In addition, we prove that these modified output functions of special fuzzy automata are 
the same as an output function of a classical fuzzy automaton. 
1991 M a t h e m a t i c s Sub jec t Classi f ication: 68Q70 
1 The (Moore) type of fuzzy automaton 
We consider the following (Moore) type of fuzzy a u t o m a t o n . 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.1. A fuzzy a u t o m a t o n is a system 
A=(S,A,P,{F(\):\eA},G) 
where 
S = {si, S2, . . ., Bn} is a finite set of s tates, 
A is a finite set of inputs , 
p C S is a fuzzy set called a fuzzy initial s ta te , 
G C S is a fuzzy set called a fuzzy final s ta te , 
F (A) C S x S is a fuzzy t rans i t ion m a t r i x of order n, 
i .e . a fuzzy relat ion in S. 
T h e elements of F(A) = | |F 5 ) t (A) | | are the values of a fuzzy t rans i t ion function; 
i. e., a membership function of a fuzzy set in S x A x S 
F:Sx A x 5 - 4 [0,1]. 
T h a t is to say, for B, t £ S and A 6 A, F(s,\,t) is the grade of t ransi t ion from 
s ta te s to s ta te / when the input is A. 
Every fuzzy set A of S is called a fuzzy s ta te of A. If an input signal A G A 
is accepted by A, the present fuzzy s ta te A of A will be changed to the s ta te 
B = A o F(A), where " o " is a composit ion rule of fuzzy relations (e. g. a min imax 
product ) . 
The fuzzy t ransi t ion function F can be extended to fuzzy t ransi t ion function 
F* : S x A* x S -> [0,1] 
such t ha t for every A = Ai A2 . . . An E A* the following d iagram commutes . 
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S X Л X S 
S x Л* x S ғ* 
[0,1] 
[0,1] 
For A = A1A2 . . . An G A* the fuzzy transition matrix is defined as a composition 
of fuzzy relations, F*(A) = F(AX) o F(A2) o .. .F(An). 
A principal identification of fuzzy automaton is provided by its output function 
fA : A* -»• [0,1] 
such that for A = A1A2 . . . An G A* 
fA(A) = p o F(Ai) o . . . o F(An) o G = V ( V M
z ) A F(A)v*> s)) A G ( s ) ) ' 
s£S z£S 
Clearly, /A (A) is designated as the grade of transition of A, when A starts with 
the initial state p to enter into a state in G after scanning the input sequence A. 
Then an input sequence A G A* is said to be accepted by A with a grade /^(A). 
Now we recall that a (classical) Moore type automaton is a system 
B = (S,A,p,d,G), 
where 5, A have the same meaning as in Definition 1.1, p G S is the initial state, 
d : S x A —> S is a transition function and G is set of final states. 
The transition function d : S x A —> S can be extended analogously to 
such that for A = AiA2 
d* : S x A* —•> S 
. An G A* the following diagram commutes. 
S x A - A S 
S S x Л* 
where K is a embedding and d*(p, A) := d(d*(p, A1A2 . . . An_i), An) 
Now, given A = A1A2 .. .An G A* ,the automaton B can process this element A 
as follows: B starts in the initial state p and then inputs the characters of A one 
by one, each time changing the state; it is according to the value of the transition 
function for the current state and the character of A being input. 
Any Moore type automaton B provides an output function 
fB : A* -> {0,1} 
such that the following diagram commutes 
A* Іí {0,1} 
XG 
S x Л * 
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where u(X) — (<l,A) for every A G A*, d* is the extended transition function and 
XG is a characteristic function. 
It should be observed that every Moore type automaton behaves as a fuzzy 
automaton. The following proposition illustrates it. 
Proposit ion 1.2. Let B = (5, A,p, d, H) be a Moore type automaton. Then there 
exists a fuzzy automaton F(B) = (S) A,p. {F(A) : A G A}, (7) so that 
fF(B)W = fB(\)forall\eA*. 
P R O O F : See [2]. D 
2 Output functions of special fuzzy automata 
We shall now begin considering special fuzzy automata. Using the definition 1.1, 
we introduce two special fuzzy automata and review some results along this line. 
Let B = (5, A, a, d, H) be a (Moore) type of automaton. 
Instead of a set H of S we will take a fuzzy set G C S and instead of a initial 
state q G S we will take one point set {p} (denoted again by p) which will be 
considered as a fuzzy set p C S. The resulting system C = (S, A,p, d, G C 5) can 
be considered as a fuzzy automaton where the fuzzy matrix {F(A) : A G A} is 
defined as follows 
'<*><••<> = { J; * * ; « ; ! . o ) 
This special fuzzy automaton will be then denoted by C = (5, A,p, d, (7 C Sr). 
This fuzzy automaton provides a classical output function as a (Moore) type of 
fuzzy automaton (see Section 1.) 
fc : A* -> [0, 1], 
fc(X)=poF{X1)o...oF(Xn)oG. 
On the other hand, for this automaton we may define another output function 
fc •• A* -> [0,1] 
such that the following diagram commutes 
Л ҐB [0, 1] 
u XG 
S x A* A S 
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where u(\) = (p, A) for every A £ A* and d* is the extended transition function. 
Then the following proposition shows that these two output functions are the 
same. 
Propos i t ion 2 .1 . Let C = (5, A,p, J, G C 5') be /uzzy automaton with above 
mentioned output functions fc, f'c- Then 
fc(\) = fc(\)forall\eA*. 
PROOF: Let A £ A and let {F(A) : A £ A} be a fuzzy matrix associated with this 
fuzzy automaton (defined above). We observe at first that the rule (1) holds even 
for A £ A* and not for elements of A only. This may be proved easily by using the 
induction principle on the length ||A|| of A £ A. 
Let f'c(\) = G(J*(p, A)) = G(s0) = a, 0 < a < 1. Then /C(A) = V ( V (P(*) A 
F(\)(zys))AG(s))> \J (p(z)AF(\)(z)So))AG(s0) = G(s0) = a
S^ 
z£S 
Now we prove by contradiction that a > /e(A). We consider a < fc(\) ~ 
V ( V {p(z) A F(\)(z,s)) A G(s). Then exists s0 £ S so that a < \ / (p(z) A 
s£S z£S zes 
F(\)(z,s0)) A G(s0). Hence, G(s0) > a and it is contradiction. • 
Now, from classical (Moore) type of automaton B we can construct another 
special fuzzy automaton as follows. Instead of an initial state q £ S we will take 
a fuzzy set p C S and instead of a set H we will take a subset G C S considered 
as a fuzzy set G C S. The system V = (5, A, p C S, J, G) can be considered to be 
a fuzzy automaton with fuzzy matrix {F(A) : A £ A} defined above. This fuzzy 
automaton will be denoted by V = (S, A,p C 5, d, G). 
Analogously, this fuzzy automaton provides a classical output function 
fD : A* -»• [0,1], 
fD(\)=poF(\1)o...oF(\n)oG. 
Now we define another output function 
f'D : A* -4 [0,1] 
such that the following diagram commutes 
A* - ^ [0, 1] 
U Һ 
I W S x [ 0 , l ] ) x A * S Uses (Sx [0,1]) 
where u(\) = ( ( s , p ( s ) ) s 6 5 , A) for every A £ A* and b((.s, A5)5€5) := V (G(s)AA, 
S G S 
for every (s}\$)seS £ I I (-? x [0,1])-
s € 5 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2. Let V = ( 5 , A , p C S,d,G) be a fuzzy automaton with above 
mentioned output functions fD,fb- Then 
/D(A) = / i ) ( A ) f o r a / / A G A * . 
P R O O F : According to 2.1, we have a fuzzy m a t r i x {F(A) : A G A}. 
Let fD(X) = V ( V (P(
Z) A F(X)(z,s)) A G(s)) = a, 0 < a < 1. T h e n exists 
s 0 G S so t h a t V (p(z) A F(A)(z, s0)) A G ( s 0 ) = a and for every s G S \/ ( P ( * )
 A 
z e s zes 
F(X)(z,s)) A G(B) < V (P(Z) A ^ ( A ) ( ^ , 5 0 ) ) A G(s0). According to as sumpt ion 
zes 
0 < a < 1. Hence, G(s0) = 1 and V (P(
Z) A F(A)(z,s0)) = a. T h e n exists 
z0 G 5 so t h a t p(zo) A F(A)(z0, .s0) = a and for every z G 5 p(z) A F(A)(z,s0) < 
p(zo)AF(A)(z0,.50). 
Let p(zo) A F(A)(z0,B0) = a. Hence, p(zo) = a and F(A)(zo,s0) = V T h e n 
fbW = V (G(d*(z, A)) Ap(z)) > G ( J * ( z 0 , A)) A p ( z 0 ) = G ( s 0 ) A p ( z 0 ) = a. 
zes 
Now we prove by contradict ion t h a t a > //9(A). We consider a < / | j(A) = 
V (G(d*(z, X))Ap(z)). T h e n exists zi G S so t h a t a < G(d(zi, A)) Ap(z i ) . Hence, 
^65 
p(zi) > a , G ( J ( z i , A ) ) >a. T h e n G ( r f ( z i , A ) ) = G ( s i ) = 1 and F ( A ) ( * i , « i ) = 1. 
Finally, V ( V (P(Z) A F(X)(z, s)) A G(s)) > V (p(z) A F(X)(z, sx)) A G ( * i ) > 
565 zes zes 
p(z\) A F(A)(zi,Bi) > a and this is contradict ion. D 
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